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been diligent in wheedling such gold as there was from the
natives. Pinson had heard alluring tales of gold to the south
and he simply took advantage of Columbus when the latter
was visiting natives some distance inland and deserted. Colum-
bus was soon apprised of the incident and lost no time in
getting the Santa Maria and the Nina under way in pursuit
of the Pinta. History does not make quite clear where Colum-
bus caught up with his erring lieutenant but it is well defined
that on December 6th the Santa Maria and the Nina entered
Mole St. Nicholas, a wonderful natural harbor which is to-
day as deserted as when Columbus first saw it. Eastward
Columbus saw an island off the Haitian coast which upon
closer survey seemed to resemble the shape of the great sea
tortoises, so plentiful in the vicinity. He forthwith named
Haiti "Hispaniola" (Little Spain) and the smaller island "Tor-
tuga," Spanish for turtle.
It is from Mole St. Nicholas that one may follow Colum-
bus eastward along the northern coast of Haiti into the har-
bor at Port de Paix, where unrecorded history might show
that possibly the Santa Maria fouled her anchor and lost it in
the muck and rocks of the harbor bed, there to remain for
centuries.
Port de Paix lies midway between Mole St. Nicholas and
Cape Haitien, the latter the scene of the wrecked Santa
Maria. With the Pinta off somewhere—nothing records ex-
actly where—foraging for herself, the Santa Maria and Nina
did not remain long at Mole St. Nicholas. They crawled
slowly along the coastline a distance of less than one hundred
miles from the Mole to Cape Haitien in a period of possibly
fifteen days, giving them ample time to explore all harbors,
take soundings and talk to the Indians about rich mines of
gold, for which Columbus was ever searching. There was time
to lose many anchors in these harbors. To modern mariners

